2017 Sus-DANE-ability Challenge Review
Over the course of five days, 249 members of the UR Community joined in the Sus-DANE-ability Challenge, adopting a total of 1,339 new eco-actions.

Individually, participants committed to behaviors that would improve their health and wellbeing, educate them about Denmark, and help them learn about their impact on the environment.

Collectively, Challenge participants conserved an impressive amount of energy, diverted hundreds of items from the landfill, and traveled 137 miles without using a car. Overall, 37 teams were created and our two winning teams garnered 7,121 points between 37 participants.

The Sus-DANE-ability Challenge was a great opportunity for learning, engagement, and partnership. The Office for Sustainability is very grateful for the participation of so many people across campus. Sustainability is a global topic and we’re excited to see it tied into globally focused events like International Education Week. #URGoesDanish
Challenge Winners

First Place
Cynthia Price
Director of Media & PR
University Communications

660 Points
Prize: Hygee-inspiring mittens, socks, and tea assortment

First Place Team: Overall Total Points
Delta Gamma
29 Team Members

4,665 Points
Prize: The Little Book of Hygge

Second Place
Natalie Thatcher
Administrative Coordinator for Student Engagement and the Bonner Scholars Program
Bonner Center for Civic Engagement

655 Points
Prize: Comfy wool socks

First Place Team: Points Per-Capita
Stadium East
8 Team Members

307 Points Each
Prize: The Little Book of Hygge

Third Place
Shani Buchholz
Assistant to the Dean
Office of International Education

590 Points
Prize: Cozy wool socks